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 We are your trusted, reliable sourcing partner, offering
unparalleled quality, selection and service for over 100 years.

 
What We Offer
• Selection and Inventory:
   We carry over 40,000 different items in 38 product lines, including hard-to-find vintage goods, for  
  one-stop shopping and reliable, quick order-fulfillment. We maintain stock levels that anticipate  
  your needs while continually bringing in new items at competitive prices.

• Unparalleled Customer Service:
  Each of our friendly, knowledgeable sales and customer service team members have decades of  
  industry experience. They can help you solve your problems! Just ask.

• PRECIOSA Platinum Distributor:
  We have the largest selection of Preciosa Czech crystal products in the U.S.

Our team at our Warwick, Rhode Island headquarters

John F. Allen

Our original calling cardOur team in New York City

Founded in 1889, we are a fourth-generation, family-owned importer and wholesale distributor of  
imitation and genuine beads, stones, crystals and components to the jewelry, fashion accessory and  
garment industries. Over the past 100 years, we have developed extensive industry knowledge and a 
strong network of global sources, which makes us uniquely qualified to serve our customers.

About Us

                    
How to Use this Catalog

This catalog represents just a portion of what we have available in stock. Our inventory is too extensive to  
show everything here!  Visit our website to see our complete selection. Need to place a special order or just  
have a question? We’re here to help.

Rhode Island:
100 Meadow St.
Warwick RI 02886
Tel. (401) 921-4899 
Fax (401) 921-4898

New York:
10 West 37th St., 6th FL
New York NY 10018
Tel. (212) 279-1830
Fax (212) 279-1833              

Visit Us:  We welcome your visit to our  
showroom locations by appointment.  
Just give us a call!

Contact Us:
Online:

www.JFAllen.com Support@JFAllen.com (800) 334-9971 – RI 
(800) 223-7858 – NY

Mon.-Fri.
8:00am–4:00pm

EST}
Call Toll Free:Email:

Follow us for the latest news and inspiration: ©2017 John F. Allen & Son, Inc.
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We offer an extensive selection of high quality rhinestone components
for fashion jewelry, textiles, accessories, giftware and more.

Make it Sparkle with Rhinestone Components

Many of the rhinestone components we stock are available in colors, coatings and metal  
finishes in addition to those presented in this catalog. We invite you to visit our website  
to see a more complete selection, or contact us to see what’s possible.

What’s Inside... 
Rhinestones in Settings (Sew-On) ................................ 2-3 
Rondelle Settings (Shrags) .................................................4 
Rondelles and Squaredelles ..............................................5 
Rhinestone Ball Beads and Tubes (Preciosa) .................6 
Grommets, Pins and Rivets ...............................................7 
Rhinestone Beads (Other) .................................................8 
Channel Stone and Prong Set Components ...................9 
Rhinestone and Pearl Cup Chain ............................. 10-12 
Banding and Trim ....................................................... 12-16 
Reference Charts ..............................................................17

Optima
This classic 8-faceted cut gives a vintage feel to rhinestone cup chain  
and rhinestone ball beads.

MAXIMA & MAXIMA Pure
Preciosa’s premier quality flat back rhinestones and point back chatons 
give maximum sparkle to stones in settings, rondelles, beads, pins, rivets, 
grommets and rhinestone cup chain.

Preciosa Crystal Rhinestone Components
Look for the Preciosa logo on pages featuring products made  
with Preciosa Czech crystals. Most of these items can be ordered 
with the stone qualities described below. (For facet diagrams  
of each crystal type, please see page 17.)

VIVA12®

The 12-faceted VIVA12® flat back MC Chaton Rose rhinestone sparkles  
with superior optical properties and durability. It’s available on banding 
and rose montees (sew-on stones). 

Channel chain on page 9



  

Rhinestones in Settings with Sew-On Backs

MC ROUND CHATON OPTIMA

These pre-set Preciosa crystals in metal settings 
with sew-on holes are ready to attach to 
garments and textiles. Most items shown can be 
ordered in MAXIMA or Optima crystal. Both  
crystal qualities are lead free. Additional sizes, 
crystal colors and finishes are also offered. 
Finishes include:  raw, gold, silver, rose gold and 
black. Please contact us for availability. 

MAXIMA quality
also available

# 5021

ss16

# 7083

ss19

# 5022

ss20

# 7085

ss30

# 7080

ss34

# 7081

ss40

MC OVAL MAXIMA

# 6410

14x10MM

# 6413

18x13MM

MC PEARSHAPE 301 MAXIMA

# 7414

14x10MM

# 7414

18x13MM

MC RIVOLI OPTIMA

# 7088

ss34

MC SQUARE

# 9041

4MM

# 9037

5MM

# 9042

6MM

# 9038

8MM

MC BAGUETTE MAXIMA

# 9090

7x3MM

MC OVAL

# 9047

10x8MM

MC NAVETTE

# 9044

6x3MM

# 9046

8x4MM

# 9056

10x5MM

# 9048

15x7MM

MC PEARSHAPE

# 9045

8x4.8MM

# 9055

10x6MM

# 9049

13x7.8MM

MC SQUARE RING MC CUSHION

# 9061# 9063 # 8015

10x8MM 10MM

14MM

MC BUTTERFLY 601 MAXIMA

# 1410

10MM

(Enlarged to show detail)
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Rhinestones in Settings with Sew-On Backs
Our selection of rhinestones in sew-on settings can be ordered in a range of sizes, rhinestone colors,  

and setting finishes. Contact us for availability. 

Rose Montees are flat back rhinestones set in pronged metal settings that feature “x” shaped channels to accommodate 
thread for sewing. These rose montees feature Preciosa lead free VIVA12® flat back rhinestones.

MC CHATON ROSE MONTEES (VIVA12   CRYSTALS)

# 9209

ss40

# 9257

SS34

# 9274

ss30

# 9215

ss20

ss20ss16ss12

# 9213

ss16

# 9211

ss12

# 9210

ss10

Made with 8-facet, 2-cut Czech-quality chaton roses, these rose montees are a great value!
EXTRA CUT ROSE MONTEE (2X TABLE CUT)

ss29

# 5105

(Other sizes available)

ss20

# 9025

ss34

# 9057

ss30

# 9074# 9015# 9013# 9011

MC CHATON MAXIMA FLOWER CUP, SEW-ON
These flower cup sew-ons feature Preciosa MAXIMA lead-free  
rhinestones in a pronged metal setting with fluted channels 
 for sewing on your designs.

MC CHATON MAXIMA FRENCH CUP, SEW-ON
These french cup sew-ons feature Preciosa MAXIMA
 lead-free rhinestones in a pronged metal setting with 
 a loop on back for attaching to your designs. 

®

(Other sizes available)
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Rondelle Settings (Shrags)
Czech-quality rhinestone rondelle settings, also called “shrags,” feature channel-set MC chatons around a  

center cavity that accommodates a round crystal or stone. Our rhinestone rondelle shrags are offered in a variety 
of sizes, crystal colors and setting finishes.

Pointed style shrags accommodate point back center stones and chatons.

These pointed style shrags accommodate point back center stones and chatons, and feature a loop for attaching.

POINTED STYLE WITH MC CHATONS

POINTED STYLE WITH MC CHATONS  AND LOOP

FLAT STYLE WITH MC CHATONS

11MM

Fits 7MM  
flat back 

 center stone

15MM
Fits 10MM   
flat back 

center stone

20MM

Fits 13MM 
flat back  

center stone

25MM

Fits 18MM 
flat back  

center stone

Center stone  
sold separately

Center stone 
 sold separately

Center stone 
 sold separately

Fits 4MM  
point back  

center stone

9MM

Fits 8MM  
point back  

center stone

12MM

Fits 10MM  
point back  

center stone

15MM

Fits 14MM  
point back 

 center stone

20MM

Fits 18MM  
point back  

center stone

25MM

# SHRAGR

# SHRAGRL

# SHRAGF

Fits 8MM  
point back 

 center stone

12MM

Fits 10MM 
point back 

center stone

15MM

Fits 14MM  
point back  

center stone

20MM

(Side view)

Flat style shrags accommodate flat back stones.

Our selection of rondelle 
shrags can be ordered in a 
range of sizes, rhinestone 
colors, and finishes.  
Contact us for availability.
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Rhinestone Rondelles

FANCY RONDELLES (2 AND 3 HOLES)

SQUAREDELLES

LARGE HOLE RONDELLES

REGULAR HOLE RONDELLES

Rhinestone rondelles are metal spacer components set with Preciosa crystals. Items shown are available 
in a variety of shapes, sizes, colors and finishes. They are also available with MAXIMA quality crystals. 

10MM 12MM8MM7MM6MM5MM4.5MM

BlackSilver PlateGold Plate Raw Brass

# 7112RS

# 9503 Triangle

# 9412

12MM

with a 4.25MM hole

# 9310

10MM

# 9307

8MM
with a 3.5MM hole

with a 3.5MM hole

Great with leather cord!

4.5MM 6MM 8MM

22x8MM

# 9505 Half Moon

19x7MM

# 9504 Half Moon

13x6MM

# 7112BR Bridge

21x6MM

# 7112W Wavy Edge

# 7112 Straight Edge

Side view

Side view

Sizes

Finishes

Our selection of rondelles and squaredelles can be 
ordered in a range of sizes, rhinestone colors, and 
setting finishes. Contact us for availability.
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 Rhinestone Ball Beads and Tubes (Czech)

Preciosa Rhinestone Tubes (using Preciosa MAXIMA Chatons)

One-Row Rhinestone Fancy Ball Beads (Czech)

These premium quality rhinestone components sparkle with Czech lead free crystals.

These rhinestone ball beads feature prong set Preciosa Optima (8-facet) crystals and come in a variety of stone colors and metal 
finishes (pictured). They can also be produced with Preciosa MAXIMA crystals. Contact us for availability.

These rhinestone tube beads are manufactured with lead-free Preciosa MAXIMA crystal chatons for ultimate fire and brilliance. These 
versatile components allow for stringing or attachment in two directions, so they can be used in a variety of ways including tassel ends, as 

jewelry links and textile embellishments.  All tube beads are available in raw, gold, silver, rose gold and black finishes.

Sparkling, high quality filigree rhinestone ball beads feature a center ring of brilliant Czech crystals.  
As an accent bead, they combine beautifully with pearl, glass and gemstone. Available in Crystal and Crystal AB.

# 7192

FULL RHINESTONE BALL BEADS

Gold Plate Silver Plate Black Raw Brass

# 7032

16x7MM

# 7031

20x7MM

Blue Zircon

Black Diamond Hematite

Fuchsia

White Opal

Opal Rose

Crystal AB

Crystal

Turquoise

Crystal/Gold Crystal/Raw 

Crystal AB/Raw Crystal AB/Silver 

6MM 8MM 10MM 12MM 14MM 16MM 18MM

# 7053

Crystal/Silver
9MM

Sizes

Finishes

Can be strung two ways

(Enlarged views)

(Enlarged views)
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Preciosa Rhinestone Grommets, Pins and Rivets

These lead-free rivets give the perfect edge to shoes, handbags and textiles.  
Extremely durable, these sparkling rivets are made using Preciosa MAXIMA chatons and  

work well on tough materials, including leather.

Pronged pins add sparkling embellishment to denim, leather and more. These tiny  
treasures feature rim-set Preciosa MC Chaton Rose VIVA12®  stones or nacre pearl cabochons.  

They can be easily applied by hand or with a tool. Shown in silver and gold plate. Additional colors and 
finishes (other than those shown) available upon request. Also available with Preciosa MAXIMA crystals. 

# 71932029 ss29 or 6.1-6.3MM

# 71932018 ss18 or 4.2-4.4MM

# 71932034 ss34 or 7.1-7.3MM

Crystal, Crystal AB, Jet
Crystal, Crystal AB, Jet

# 9313
ss16 or 3.8-4.0MM

# 9315
ss20 or 4.6-4.8MM

Crystal, Crystal AB, Jet 

# 9357
ss34 or 7.1-7.3MM

Cream, White Pearl 

(using nacre pearl cabochons)

# 9515
4.5MM

# 9611 12MM # 9612 15.5MM

These two-part grommets are embedded with Preciosa chatons. Each grommet set has an extended neck 
and washer. Available in raw brass or silver plate. Stone color options are:  Crystal, Topaz and Black Diamond.

RHINESTONE GROMMET RINGS

RHINESTONE FOUR PRONG PINS

RHINESTONE CRYSTAL RIVETS

Raw Brass Plate Silver Plate
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Rhinestone Beads
These beads feature rhinestones set in a resin base with a silver-plated metal grommet in the center.  

The 4.5MM hole size is compatible with most popular charm bracelet systems.

These sparkling filigree rhinestone balls feature a line of cut crystals set along the center edge of the bead. Available in silver 
or gold finish and a variety of rhinestone colors, these beads are perfect as spacers or as stand-alone focal points in your designs.

These rhinestone beads feature crystal stones prong set in a silver finished metal base. With a silver plated  
grommet in the center, this bead's 4.5MM  hole size is compatible with most popular charm bracelet systems. 

# F7118

# CH-8193

# F-8192

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

# F-7110S 14x9MM

# F-7100S 14MM

Amethyst  
on Purple

Lt. Amethyst  
on Purple

Lt. Sapphire 
on Purple

Multi on  
Black

Multi on  
White

Olive
on Green

Peridot
on Green

Ruby on Pink

Ruby  
on White

Smoke Topaz 
on Gold

Topaz 
on Gold

Rose  
on Pink

Black Diamond  
on Black

Crystal AB
on White

Jet on Black

Amethyst Dark Multi Emerald Light Multi SapphireRose RubyJetAqua Smoke Topaz

LARGE-HOLE PRONG SET RHINESTONE BEADS

FILIGREE BALL WITH RHINESTONE CENTER LINE

Glittering crystal stones are set into a metal base on these high-quality, substantial rhinestone pavé beads. 
Use them to add intense color and sparkle to shamballa bracelets and other designs.

RHINESTONE PAVÉ BALL BEADS

We call these acrylic rhinestone beads "bling balls." Versatile and lightweight they add texture and sparkle to your designs.
ACRYLIC RHINESTONE PAVÉ BALL BEADS

Amethyst Jet Rose Ruby Sapphire Smoke 
Topaz

HyacinthEmeraldCrystal Capri Blue Lt. Purple

Black Diamond Crystal AB Montana Olivine

6MM

6MM

8MM

8MM

10MM

10MM

12MM

12MM

14MM

12MM 14MM 16MM 18MM 20MM

TopazSapphireRubyMetallic Purple

Metallic Blue Metallic GreenHematite Jet

(Shown in Jet)

(Shown in Garnet)

(Shown in Silver, 8MM)Crystal/Gold Crystal/Silver
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Channel Stone and Prong Set Components

Made by Preciosa Crystal, these elegant, versatile channel  
stone components are prong set with loops for linking.

These elegant, versatile bezel set components feature  
Preciosa channel stones and a loop for linking.  

Made in the USA. 

Channel chain was first made popular by legendary 
french designer Coco Chanel, who used it in her iconic 
multi-strand necklaces. This superior quality chain is  
fabricated in the USA with round machine cut crystal 
channel stones from Czech crystal brand Preciosa. Each 
stone is bezel set in lustrous raw brass, ready for you to 
plate. The bezel settings allow light to shine through the 
stones which are linked to open jump rings, resulting in 
a versatile and elegant chain with amazing sparkle. 

# 71183011 # CHA01P

BEZEL SET MC CHANNEL STONES WITH ONE LOOP

Preciosa lead free chatons are prong set in versatile components with loops 
for attaching in a variety of ways. Available with silver or gold finish.

PRONG SET MAXIMA PURE STONES WITH LOOPS

CHANNEL CHAIN  (WITH PRECIOSA MC CHANNEL STONES)

PRONG SET MC CHANNEL STONES WITH TWO LOOPS

ss29

# 72931015 ss15 # 72932039

# 72934045 ss45

ss39

ss17

# 72933018 ss18# 72932120 ss20

# 71183015 ss34 # 71183013 ss39 # CHA01P ss17 # CHA01P ss29 ss39
4.0-4.1MM6.15-6.35MM

3.6-3.7MM

# 72931024 ss24
3.6-3.7MM

# 72932024 ss24
3.6-3.7MM 3.6-3.7MM

9.85-10.2MM

# 72933034 ss34
7.1-7.3MM4.2-4.4MM4.6-4.8MM

6.15-6.35MM7.1-7.3MM 8.15-8.4MM8.15-8.4MM

# CHACHNP
4.1-4.2MM (approx. 30 stones per foot)

ss29 6.1-6.3MM (approx. 22 stones per foot)

ss39 8.2-8.4MM (approx. 18 stones per foot) Jet-Raw

Crystal-Jet Raw

Crystal-Raw

(Side View)
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Rhinestone Cup Chain (using Preciosa MAXIMA Chatons)

Preciosa's rhinestone cup chain is the highest quality chain available today. Made in the Czech Republic, this chain uses MAXIMA
lead-free crystals featuring Dura-Foiling® for unrivaled optical properties and durability. We are proud to offer an extensive selection of 

sizes, crystal colors and finishes. Order it in raw brass – ready for your plating – or choose from one of the finishes shown below. 

# 7413

AVAILABLE PLATINGS

ss18 4.2-4.4MM

ss29 6.1-6.3MM

We have an extensive selection of  
rhinestone color and plating options  
to choose from. To see all available 
colors and finishes, please see our 
Crystal Stones Collection catalog or 
visit our website at www.JFAllen.com.

ss8.5 2.4-2.5MM18pp

ss6.5 2.0-2.1MM14pp

ss12 3.0-3.2MM24pp

ss16 3.8-4.0MM31pp

BlackRaw Brass

Silver

Rose Gold

Gold

Multi Row

(Enlarged view)

Baguette Chain

# 74183005 7x3MM# 7413/2 24pp # 7413/3 24pp

All chains are sold by the yard on spools for convenience and ease of use.
 

APPROXIMATE STONES PER FOOT

27.33 yards (25 meters)  
14pp, 18pp, ss18 sizes

10.93 yards (10 meters) ss29 size 16.40 yards (15 meters) 24pp size

54.67 yards (50 meters)  
18pp, 24pp sizes

SPOOL SIZES

14pp size stones per foot (103) 
18pp size stones per foot (85)
24pp size stones per foot (65)

ss16 size stones per foot (57) 
ss18 size stones per foot (51)
ss29 size stones per foot (37)
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We have an extensive  
selection of rhinestone 
color and plating options 
to choose from. To view 
all available colors and 
finishes, please see our 
Crystal Stones Collection 
catalog or visit our 
website at JFAllen.com.

Optima Quality  
8 facet Chatons

Rhinestone Cup Chain (Using Preciosa Optima Chatons)

# 7418

ss18 4.2-4.4MM

ss29 6.1-6.3MM

ss6.5 2.0-2.1MM

14pp
31pp 3.8-4.0MMss16

ss8.5 2.4-2.5MM18pp

14pp

ss12 3.0-3.2MM24pp

The rhinestone cup chain styles on this page are manufactured with Preciosa Optima (8-facet) chatons. 
Some designers prefer these stones for a more vintage look. This high quality chain is made  

in the Czech Republic and sold by the yard on spools for ease of use.

(Chain sold separately) 

(Enlarged view) 

FANCY CUP CHAIN

MULTI ROW CUP CHAIN

CUP CHAIN CONNECTORS

# 7214-12ss/18ss

# 7418/2-14pp # 7418/2-18pp # 7418/2-28pp

# 7418/4-18pp

# 7418/6-18pp

# 7418/5-18pp
# 7418/3-18pp

# MT-F01

Fits 18pp chain

# MT-F01

Fits 14pp chain Fits 24pp chain

# MT-F01

Fits ss29 chain

# MT-F02

# 7213-12ss/29ss

Fits ss18 chain

# MT-F01

9x5MM6x3.5MM6x2.9MM 7x4MM 10.5x7.5MM

(Enlarged view) 
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Cup Chain and Metal Banding

Metal Banding

CHALKWHITE BRILLIANT RHINESTONE CUP CHAIN (CZECH)

METAL BANDING (2 CUT CHATON ROSE, CZECH)

2.0-2.1MM 3.0-3.2MM

PEARL CUP CHAIN (CZECH)
This high quality cup chain is set with Czech glass pearls and offered in a variety of finishes. Rhinestone styles are set with 

Czech glass pearls and alternating machine cut, lead-free Czech crystal chatons, adding sophistication and sparkle to your designs.

This metal cup chain is crafted from raw brass set with brilliant cut opaque chalk white Czech glass rhinestones.  
This is the highest quality chain available today. It is ready to use raw, or with your plating.

We stock a large variety of high quality metal and rhinestone banding for use on clothing, fashion accessories, home décor and giftware. 

This high quality banding is made in the Czech Republic with sparkling two-cut Czech flat back rhinestones. Available in Crystal or 
 Crystal AB, in a range of finishes. Shown in gold and silver plate. Also available in raw brass. This is a great value item!

Other pearl 
colors available

Other stone 
 colors available

# 7418P # 7418P24pp ss18

# 7418P # 7418P14pp 24ppss6.5 ss12

2.4-2.5MM# 7418P ss8.518pp
White-Raw White-Silver

White-Crystal Silver White-Crystal Silver

4.2-4.4MM# 7418P ss18

# 74180227

VIVA12®

# 74183201

# 74183202 24pp
14pp

18pp

# 74183204 ss18

# 74180228 ss29

4.6-4.8MM# 10001 ss20

4.5MM# 16401

MC CHATON ROSE VIVA12   BANDING®

METAL BANDING (NACRE PEARL CABOCHONS AND MC CHATON ROSES)

ss20

ss20

# 12001

# 49321904

Available in multi-row 
styles, up to 24 rows.

Crystal AB/Gold

Crystal/Silver Crystal AB/Silver

This trim is available with single or multiple rows of 4.5MM Czech glass pearls, with or without alternating ss20 
MC Chaton Rose VIVA12    rhinestones for the ultimate in sophisticated sparkle. Choose from several pearl color,  

rhinestone color and row combinations for a number of creative design possibilities. 
®     

This trim features a single row of flat back Preciosa VIVA12    MC chaton roses set in metal cups. A great trim for bridal designs.® 

# 15001 ss20

4.5MM

4.5MM

Stones

Stones

Pearls

Pearls

Pearls

Crystal Gold
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Rhinestone Metal Banding
  

Available in single or multi-row styles, this European quality banding features Preciosa 
lead-free Czech crystal chatons. It is also available with Preciosa MAXIMA lead-free chatons.

Single and multiple rows of Preciosa crystal chatons are affixed to either black or white netting for garment and textile trim.

Single and multiple rows of Preciosa crystal chatons are edged on two sides with black or white netting for garment and textile trim.

# 11501 3.6-3.7MM29pp ss15

# 49311901 4.4-4.6MMss19

# 21902 2 Row4.4-4.6MMss19 # 21903 3 Row4.4-4.6MMss19

MC CHATON BANDING

NET EDGE RHINESTONE BANDING

DOUBLE NET EDGE RHINESTONE BANDING

1 Rowss19# 31901

2 Rowss19# 31902 3 Rowss19# 31903

1 Rowss19# 41901

2 Rowss19# 41902

White Netting Black Netting

White Netting Black Netting

3 Rowss19# 41903

All items on this page 
are available in other 
rhinestone colors.
Contact us for more 
information.
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Rhinestone Plastic Banding
  

Preciosa Czech crystal chatons are cupped in durable, flexible plastic banding. Offered in a range of stone sizes, stone colors and banding 
colors, this trim is a versatile accent for clothing, hats and accessories. Sold in 10-meter spools, this trim can be sewn or glued on.

2.3-2.4MM 2.7-2.8MM

3.6-3.7MM

17pp 21pp

29pp

ss8 ss10

ss15

RHINESTONE PLASTIC BANDING (NO STRETCH)

ss13# 81302ST

# 80801 # 81001

# 815013.3-3.4MM26pp ss13# 81301

4.4-4.6MMss19# 81901

COLORS

Orange Grass Green

(normal and stretched views)
(normal and stretched views)

(normal and stretched views) (normal and stretched views)

Fluorescent Pink Khaki Grey

Flame Red Green Black

Pink PurpleAntique Gold

26pp

ss13# 81301ST 26pp 3.3-3.4MM

ss15# 81501ST 29pp 3.6-3.7MM

ss19# 81901ST 4.4-4.6MM

3.3-3.4MM 2 Row

Navy BlueGoldChalkwhite

Royal BlueLemon YellowAlabaster

To see more colors,  
visit our website at 
www.JFAllen.com.

Preciosa Czech chatons are cupped in flexible plastic banding that stretches. This is a great trim for activewear, or any 
other application that requires a little movement. Sold in 10-meter spools, this trim can be sewn or glued on. 

RHINESTONE PLASTIC STRETCH BANDING
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          FANCY RHINESTONE PLASTIC BANDING

MULTI-ROW PLASTIC RHINESTONE BANDING

RHINESTONE PLASTIC BANDING WITH MESH AND BIAS TAPE

Preciosa Czech machine cut chatons are cupped in durable, flexible plastic. This is a great trim for  
clothing, hats and accessories. Sold in 10-meter spools, this trim can be sewn or glued on.

Multiple rows of Preciosa Czech machine cut chatons are cupped in durable, flexible plastic banding. This is a 
great trim for clothing, hats and accessories. Sold in 10-meter spools, this trim can be sewn or glued on.

A single row of Preciosa Czech machine cut chatons are 
cupped in flexible plastic banding and affixed to a mesh strip 

for ease of application on clothing and textiles.

A single row of Preciosa Czech machine cut chatons 
 are cupped in flexible plastic banding and affixed to 

bias tape for ease of application on clothing and textiles.

# 81360 26pp ss13 3.3-3.4MM

3 row
# 81303 26pp ss13 3.3-3.4MM

 4 row
# 81304 26pp ss13 3.3-3.4MM

2 row
# 81302 26pp ss13 3.3-3.4MM

# 81380 26pp ss13 3.3-3.4MM

Rhinestone Plastic Banding

# 60717 ss13 26pp 3.3-3.4MM

Flower design

Crystal AB/Alabaster

Crystal AB/Alabaster

# 60709 ss13 26pp 3.3-3.4MM

3-row alternating design

Crystal/Alabaster

Crystal AB/Alabaster

Crystal AB/Alabaster Crystal AB/Black

Crystal AB/Black

Crystal/Black

Crystal/Black Crystal AB/Black Crystal/Black

Crystal/Alabaster

Crystal/Alabaster
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Rhinestone Hot Fix Banding and Sheets
 RHINESTONE HOT FIX BANDING

RHINESTONE HOT FIX SHEETS

RHINESTONE MESH HOT FIX ROLLS

COLORS

Black
Diamond

Shown in Black Diamond
(Enlarged view)

Crystal AB Gold Jet Jet AB Lt. Colorado 
Topaz

Siam Ruby Silver

# HFSTRIP-SS10/12-50/1

(9.45 inch x 15.75 inch)# HFMESH-GLUED-5SS-24/40

# HFMESH-03MM-46/120

Crystal chatons ranging in size from ss10 (2.8MM) to ss12 (3MM) are set onto a hot fix backing, creating a textured pavé effect. 
Sold in packages of 10 strips, each strip measures 1cm wide by 50cm (1/2 meter) long and can be cut into shorter lengths. 

Great as accent trim on hats, garments, accessories, jewelry and home goods. Other colors and sizes are available on request. 
Please use caution when applying hot fix items.

Point back foiled ss5 (1.9MM) crystal rhinestones are set onto a hot fix backing, ready for affixing to garments, accessories, jewelry 
and craft designs. Each sheet measures approximately 24cm x 40cm and can be cut to the size and shape needed.  

Other stone sizes and colors are available upon request. Please use caution when applying hot fix items.

This crystal rhinestone mesh uses high quality Preciosa Czech crystal  ss12 (3MM) stones with silver foiling, ready for hot fix or  
sew on application. Each roll measures approximately 46cm x 120cm and can be cut to the size and shape required.  

Great for use on garments, accessories, jewelry and craft designs. Other sizes and stone colors are available upon request. 
Please use caution when applying hot fix items.

(18.11 inch x 47.24 inch)

Crystal Crystal AB Peridot Hyacinth Rose Sapphire
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VIVA12®

JFA #: CZ2012HLF    
(Preciosa: 438 11 612) 

12-facet

Optima

JFA #: CZ1100     
(Preciosa: 431 11 111)

8-facet

MAXIMA

JFA #: MAX 615      
(Preciosa: 431 11 615)

15-facet
JFA #: 11618 

(Preciosa: 438 11 618) 

18-facet

MAXIMA

Millimeter vs. Stone Size vs. Pearl Plate

MAXIMA 

JFA #: 11615 
(Preciosa: 438 11 615) 

15-facet

Shapes, Cuts and Size Charts
STANDARD STONE SHAPES

STANDARD SIZE RELATIONSHIPS

PRECIOSA CRYSTAL MC CHATONPRECIOSA CRYSTAL MC CHATON ROSE
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Warwick RI 02886

Tel:  (401) 921- 4899
Toll Free:  (800) 334 - 9971

Fax:  (401) 921- 4898

dba Pulver Importing 
10 West 37th St., 6th FL

New York NY 10018

 Tel:  (212) 279 -1830
Toll Free:  (800) 223 -7858

Fax:  (212) 279 -1833
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